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FIS INSPECTION IN ITALY’S VAL DI FIEMME
TOUR DE SKI ALREADY ON THE WAY

FIS Inspection today on the Italian tracks
Val di Fiemme will host the eventual legs on 5 and 6 January 2013
News on mass start events CT
New FIS Race Director Pierre Mignerey praises Fiemme OC


In a little more than 100 days Italian Val di Fiemme will be hosting the eventual 2012/2013 FIS Tour de Ski competitions, two mass start CT races on Saturday 5 January and the male and female Final Climb events on Sunday 6 January. 
The International Ski Federation (FIS) has today visited the Italian sites where the Tour de Ski races will take place next year, and it has been the first time in Tour de Ski history without its inventor, Swiss Jürg Capol. 
Last July, former assistant race director Pierre Mignerey succeeded Capol in the function of FIS Cross-Country Race Director, and today the French new director had a close look at the Italian tracks and structures. 
Last year’s Tour de Ski events in Val di Fiemme was watched by over 60 million people around the globe and around 30.000 fans gathered along the Final Climb track on the very last day.
The 2013 events in Val di Fiemme aim to confirm this positive trend and regarding this, the main news concern the mass start competitions on 5 January. Both men and women will be racing on the new 5k-long ring inside the XC stadium in Lago di Tesero, and the distance for the male race will be 15k instead of 20k. These are the same tracks of the next Nordic World Ski Championships, scheduled in February 2013.
The ‘Rampa con i Campioni’ promotional event has been confirmed on Sunday morning as a sort of warm-up to the two following Final Climb sensational events that will crown Dario Cologna and Justyna Kowalczyk successors. 
The 2012/2013 FIS Tour de Ski will be starting in Oberhof (GER) on 29 December, and will be making its debut in Switzerland on 1st January, namely in Münstertal with two sprint races. The following legs are in Italy’s Toblach and Cortina d’Ampezzo, right before Val di Fiemme.
Along with the races, the Nordic Ski Fiemme OC will be organising several side events on both 5 and 6 January, such as Fiemme Arena or Fiemme Folk. Everyone will be more than welcome to visit Val di Fiemme next January and enjoy the FIS Tour de Ski final events.
Info: www.fiemme2013.com" www.fiemme2013.com




